Speech is a natural means of communication between humans. Human being tried to develop computer that can understand & talk like human. Digital content can research to the masses & facilitate the exchange of information across peoples speaking different language in form of natural interface provided by language technologies. Developing certain recognition system standard, speech database is a prerequisite. There is lot of scope to develop automatic speech recognition (ASR) system using Indian languages which are of different variations. This paper present review on speech database developed for Marathi language.
I. INTROUDUCTION
Information in digital world is accessible to a few who can read or understand a particular language. India has about 1652 dialects/ native languages, in such multi-lingual society language technologies play a crucial role. Speech recognition, machine translation & speech synthesis system could facilitate the exchange of information between two people speaking two different languages [1] The paper gives the review on speech database developed in Marathi language. This review would be helpful for researches that are willing working in domain of automatic speech recognition (ASR) system & speech processing in Marathi language & various dialects of it. The paper is organized as follows: Section II describe about Marathi language Section III describe the various speech database developed in Marathi language section IV gives conclusion & future work followed by references. [11] .
II. MARATHI LANGUAGE
Speech database of medicinal plants names was developed by Dr. B.A.M University supported by UGC for ASR of isolated Marathi words .This database helpful in agriculture field as well to medical student. Number of words was 100, category of words were Medicinal plants which growth in India, number of speaker were 100, speakers age between 20 to 50 & Speaker from Aurangabad region. Numbers of Utterances were 3, total utterances were 30,000. Recording software was PRAAT & Sampling frequency rate was16 kHz. File format was .wav .Recording done using Sennheiser Headset [9] 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed some of the speech databases developed in Marathi language for various applications. After studying the developed speech database we have been motivated to developed isolated words speech database for agriculture purpose in Ahirani dialect.
